John Bowlby (1907–1990), the founder (together with Mary Ainsworth) of attachment theory, published his first popular and scientific papers when he was in his early thirties. In these papers, he advanced a view of the etiology of childhood disorders that was on several points at variance with the psychoanalytic tradition in which he had been reared. From the outset, then, Bowlby presented himself as an independent thinker who accepted certain psychoanalytic views but rejected others. Historians of attachment theory have presented interesting analyses of Bowlby’s first scientific articles and books and have rightly argued that they contained the germs of the new attachment paradigm.

In this paper we attempt to supplement their findings and to examine Bowlby’s path towards his own independent theoretical view. We shall show that Bowlby’s first scientific papers were as much the beginning of a new paradigm as they were the (temporary) end product of his previous intellectual development. Bowlby’s early viewpoints on the origins of childhood deviancy gradually took shape and became strengthened while he studied at Cambridge, worked at various progressive schools, and interacted with numerous colleagues at various institutes. The present paper forms a first and still incomplete attempt to reconstruct Bowlby’s intellectual development and thus to sketch “Bowlby before Bowlby,” that is, before he published his first scientific publications and challenged the accepted views.

In tracing the intellectual roots of Bowlby’s thinking and the influences that affected him, we do not for one moment wish to suggest that he was but the product of these various influences. On the contrary, we believe that Bowlby actively sought the experiences and teachings that suited his temperament and desire for knowledge. It was Bowlby who decided...
to spend a year at Bedales and Priory Gate (see below), it was Bowlby who opted to write a Ph.D. thesis under Sir Cyril Burt and so on and so forth. By combining and synthesizing the various viewpoints that he accepted, Bowlby gradually developed his own ideas about the origin of maladjustment, a view that later would be enriched by Ainsworth’s contribution and grow into the new paradigm of attachment.

The findings presented in this paper are partly based upon a number of interviews conducted with various members of the Bowlby family and with experts on attachment theory; partly upon a study of archival materials; and partly upon a study of the existing scientific literature. Many of the archival materials can be found in the Wellcome Institute and the Tavistock Institute in London. These include Bowlby’s private correspondence (of which we make abundant use in this paper), notes, drafts, reviews of his publications, etc. Much of this unique material has only recently become available for study.

THE YEARS AT CAMBRIDGE

Bowlby probably first became acquainted with psychoanalysis during his years as a medical student at Trinity College in Cambridge. When he arrived there in 1925, interest in psychoanalytic ideas was still growing. Indeed, it was difficult not to be confronted with psychoanalytic theory. The popular press in Britain paid much and increasing attention to psychoanalysis, also because it had been widely used to treat the cases of battle neurosis during and after World War I. But interest in psychoanalytic theory was not restricted to the lay public. Most students of psychology were actively interested in Freudian psychology, as were many of their professors. Even though Freud’s views were often met with criticism, it was now generally acknowledged that his views could not be ignored. The whole general atmosphere was aptly described by the New Statesman in 1923: “We are all psychoanalysts now. That is to say that it is as difficult for an educated person to neglect the theories of Freud and his rivals as it would have been for his father to ignore the equally disconcerting discoveries of Darwin.”

At Cambridge, Bowlby opted for a course leading to an honors degree, a Tripos. A Tripos was divided into two parts, so that a candidate might take half of one Tripos and half of another. Bowlby began his study with the Natural Sciences Tripos, which was intended for the more ambitious students, as it gave exemption from Part I and II of the Bachelor of Medicine (M.B.) examinations. Biology was a major element in the Natural Sciences Tripos, and many years later Bowlby remembered that he did a considerable amount of work in evolutionary biology. Bowlby’s tutor in the natural sciences was Edgar D. Adrian (1889–1977), who worked in the physiological laboratory of the Faculty of Medicine of Trinity College. If Bowlby had more than a superficial interest in psychoanalytic teaching at this time, Adrian certainly would not have been the person to discourage it. Himself a fine experimenter who made important discoveries in the field of nerve conduction, he displayed an interest in Freudian theory almost from its inception. In his view, psychoanalysis “went far beyond a single range of facts; it showed or tried to show quite unexpected relations between different fields.”

In June 1927, almost two years after his admission, Bowlby passed the Natural Sciences Tripos Part I. This involved an examination that lasted for three weeks and consisted of a written and an oral, or practical part. The examination was conducted over a wide variety of subjects, such as anatomy, botany, zoology, and mineralogy. To his own great surprise, Bowlby gained first class honors in this examination. As a result, he received a so-called Exhibition, a sum of money to pay for the costs of the study. This unexpected sum of money
allowed Bowlby to make a gesture that we can now interpret as the first documented sign of his interest in psychoanalysis: he purchased a copy of W. H. R. Rivers’ book *Instinct and the Unconscious*. Rivers (1864–1922) was not just known—together with A. C. Haddon, Charles S. Myers, and William McDougall—as a participant in the famous British anthropological expedition to Torres Straits (New Guinea), he was also the first president of the Medical Section of the British Psychological Society and an associate member of the British Psycho-Analytical Society. Rivers’ book, published in 1920, was highly regarded in contemporary medical circles. Reviewers praised his balanced approach towards psychoanalysis, and they claimed that he lacked the dogmatism and unscientific immoderacy of the Freudians. One feature that appealed to the reviewers was that Rivers de-emphasized the dynamic role of the sexual instinct, particularly in the case of battle neurosis. Bowlby may well have read Rivers’ book in Germany, because immediately after his examination, he left for Hagen in Germany to learn German. The German family with whom he stayed made desperate efforts to teach him the language, but Bowlby complained to his mother that “my tongue finds it very hard pronouncing their words.” Bowlby’s later wife, Ursula, confirmed this account and claimed that he never succeeded in learning German.9

Although information about Bowlby’s first two years at Cambridge is scarce, we may in summarizing arrive at the following reasonably plausible picture of Bowlby’s interests and training during this period. There is little doubt that Bowlby, like many of his contemporaries, took an active interest in the psychoanalytic teachings of the day. The fact that he read Rivers’ book demonstrates this, and the fact that he made vain attempts to master the German language can be tentatively interpreted (despite the lack of positive evidence) in the same context. The psychoanalytic teaching with which he was confronted was of the moderate type in which the role of the sexual factor was toned down. His tutor, Adrian, from whom Bowlby claimed to have gained much, combined a vivid interest in psychoanalysis with an emphasis on rigorous experimentation.10 Rivers’ book represents a similar combination of a critical interest in psychoanalysis with an anthropologist’s eye for empirical detail.

It was during his first two years at Cambridge that Bowlby became interested in what would now be called developmental psychology. This led him in his third year at Cambridge to switch to the Moral Sciences Tripos, which consisted largely of philosophy and psychology. One of his principal teachers was Frederic Bartlett (1886–1969), whose lectures Bowlby had attended before as Bartlett was also giving some biology classes in the Natural Sciences Tripos. At the time, Bartlett advocated a matter-of-fact approach to psychology that emphasized the role of observation and experiment without neglecting the potentially valuable information gained by introspection. Perhaps most characteristic of Bartlett was that he managed to do his careful observations and experiments in settings that were as close to real-life situations as scientific rigor permitted.11

Judging by what he told his wife about this period, Bowlby was somewhat dissatisfied with what he learned in this year of psychological study. Apparently, he took no interest in “learning about IQ and animals in cages” and would have liked to learn more about the psychoanalytic view of child development. The fact that in this year Bowlby read Freud’s *Introductory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis* (1917), a book that he afterwards would rank among the 11 most important books that he ever read, confirms this supposition.12 And yet it can be argued that Bowlby gained valuable psychological skills and knowledge during this whole three-year period. His two principal teachers, Adrian and Bartlett, both displayed an open-minded if not eclectic attitude towards new psychological currents such as psychoanalysis but were no fanatic adherents of any current. Thus, Bowlby was taught neither to believe in extreme behaviorism nor to adhere to dogmatic Freudian theory. If anything, the Cambridge
variant of psychology was that of careful observation and experimentation in real-life settings.13

B E D A L E S A N D P R I O R Y G A T E

Although Bowlby was dissatisfied with his psychological training at Cambridge, he had not lost his interest in developmental psychology. After graduating in 1928, he declined an offer to work as a science teacher at St. Paul’s boys’ school in London.14 Rather, he preferred to broaden his horizon in the field of developmental psychology and education. As he remembered half a century later, “I was really casting around to find out what was available and where, in my field of interest.”15 As a result, Bowlby spent a year working at two progressive schools, first at Bedales and subsequently at Priory Gate. Both schools belonged to the movement of “new education” that flourished in the first decades of this century. Among the catchwords of this movement were such terms as “activity,” “freedom,” and “self-expression.”16 According to John Adams’ contemporary account, most progressive schools in that period had a practical turn and worked to bring the pupil’s school work into more direct relation with what was going on in the out-of-school world.17 Educators tried to win children’s interest, by letting them develop their natural potentials, and letting them experiment independently with the materials of nature—a continuation of the “back to nature” movement that, before 1924, was most obviously represented by the followers of J. H. Pestalozzi and F. Froebel.18

In September 1928, Bowlby began working at Dunhurst, the junior school of Bedales. Bedales, located in Petersfield on the Hampshire Downs, had been founded by John H. Badley in 1893. Badley, who had previously worked with Reddie at the pioneering new school, Abbotsholme, considered “the educational programme of the public schools, with their bias towards the classics, their muscular Christianity and obsession with team games too narrow” and advocated “learning by doing.” In his view “experience” should be the universal teacher, a view that he somehow combined with a strong belief in G. Stanley Hall’s version of recapitulation theory. In practice, the curriculum was a mixture of conventional teaching and the do-it-yourself laboratory method.19

Dunhurst was a coeducational school (which was at the time still highly unconventional) modelled on Montessori principles with the help and approval of Maria Montessori herself. In Badley’s view, the main purpose of Dunhurst was the provision of the environment which fostered the child’s growth so that the child could “lead a strenuous, eager life, using his faculties to the full.”20

Bowlby began his work at Dunhurst in September 1928 by cleaning up and arranging the science laboratory and the pottery. In November of the same year, he started with physics and chemistry classes in the laboratory. During these classes he attempted to avoid formal teaching and had the children experiment themselves. To this end, he tried to invent “foolproof” experiments the results of which could be understood by the children. Biology he taught in another way, as he could not think of anything to experiment on that might be interesting to the children. He therefore composed simple lectures starting with what he thought the children were primarily interested in, namely their own bodies. Bowlby also introduced the young boys (five to seven years old) to gardening, a task that he feared somewhat “as of course I know nothing whatever about it.” Finally, on Saturdays and Sundays he took the largest boys for long and tiring walks in the vicinity.21

Bowlby functioned quite well at Dunhurst. Mrs. Fish, the headmistress, was apt to keep him because she thought he got along quite well with the young children. For budgetary
reasons, however, Bowlby was offered no more than the post of running games and filling gaps at a nominal salary. Understandably, his ambitions went farther than “just to fill in time acting as a general filler-in of gaps.” And yet the short period spent at Dunhurst proved fruitful for Bowlby. He realized that he still knew very little of developmental psychology and education and that it was worthwhile to deepen his knowledge in this area. As he formulated it himself, “It is impossible to estimate the scope & value of work in education, work which has been touched on by most geniuses, & has been taken for granted by all fools.”

Bowlby now decided to find another progressive school which would be more suited to his abilities and interests. Among the schools he visited was Neill’s Summerhill, which attracted him because of Neill’s idea that the child was essentially good and possibly because of its psychoanalytic orientation. In general, one can say that the more Bowlby saw of these progressive schools, the more he liked them and the more he came to resent the old system of teaching used in traditional schools. As he claimed, “the old repressive schoolmaster awarding prizes, pumping in knowledge, & dealing out punishments would never suit me.” He finally ended up at Priory Gate School in Norfolk, a school even more liberal than Bedales. The decision to opt for this school was made easy by a conversation he had with one of Priory Gate’s staff members, John Alford, during his first visit to the school. “When I first visited this place, I had a very long talk with him far into the night and I decided that he knew more about what was of interest to me than anyone I had met so far. And to cut a long story short, I went there.”

Priory Gate was founded by Theodore James Faithfull in 1919 after he had become increasingly dissatisfied with the education of his own children in the local schools. It was a small residential institution that served about twenty “difficult” or “maladjusted” children of both sexes in the age range of three to eighteen years old. Priory Gate accepted children who “had refused to endure the regime of the ordinary school” and whose behavioral problems (such as nervousness or delinquency) allegedly could be traced to “the over attention of a powerful extraverted [sic] father or mother.”

Faithfull took his educational inspiration from a curious mixture of contemporary theories and world views. Firstly, he strongly believed in the value of the so-called Order of Woodcraft Chivalry (OWC). This was a coeducational, non-religious middle-class movement created by the Quaker Ernest Westlake and his son, Aubrey Westlake, because of their dissatisfaction with the scouting movement. In their view, the scouting movement had lost something of its idealistic character because of the War: “if we are to avoid a repetition of the present awful European disaster [World War I], if we are to make any progress towards a better social and international life, if the ‘most great peace’ is to become a reality, education must seek to foster and develop all those facilities, instincts and inclinations, which find their highest expression in service.” Members of the OWC were taught that “woodcraft” meant doing and “chivalry” meant serving. Westlake himself declared that the object of his order was “to put an end to the conflict between instinct and occupation which ever since industrialism began has been the chief cause of man’s sorrows and the great obstacle to his progress.” He too was a firm believer in G. Stanley Hall’s recapitulation theory, which held that the cultural history of humankind is repeated in the physical and mental development of children, as “a man cannot grasp the full meaning and significance of civilization unless he himself passed through the stages which have led up to its present form.” The educational implications of this view seemed to be that children should be left to run wild (the “great teacher and educator is Nature”) to re-discover and re-live the allegedly historical stages of humankind.

The OWC movement with its emphasis on recapitulation theory strongly impressed
Faithfull and in 1923 he decided to link up Priory Gate with the OWC which meant that all members of the staff and all students were enrolled as members of the OWC. The activities at Priory Gate clearly revealed the OWC’s influence: Lessons took place indoors from September to May, but during the summer months the children and teachers camped in the school grounds, at the seaside, or in the New Forest and made walking and cycling tours to learn from nature. Faithfull combined his strong belief in the OWC movement with an equally strong interest in Freudian theory. Freudian ideas were applied freely in the progressive European schools of the 1920s and different books explained how to do this sensibly. Psychoanalysis was on the agenda of the 1921 Conference of the Educational Association and Adams, in his book on new developments in education, declared that “the modern teacher who is acquainted with this subject is in a better position to study his pupils with advantage than was his forerunner of the pre-psycho-analytical times.”

The general ethos of Priory Gate was that the child should be left freely to explore his or her abilities in a setting that provided basic security. Bowlby himself described this fundamental philosophy in the following words: “the impulses children have are right & should be allowed to find expression. . . any interference whatever on the part of the adult is dangerous. Except in a few odd cases where a child is prevented from inadvertently committing suicide this principle holds. You may not produce ‘good’ children, but you will allow Nature to develop complete men and women, instead of the average mental, moral & physical mediocrities of today.” He believed that the only underlying teaching principle at Priory Gate was to give the children material on which they could use their minds and, he therefore tried to discover subjects that would appeal to them. Bowlby, who worked at Priory Gate for a nominal salary and his board and lodging, was asked to try his skills in the so-called Woodling group, a group of about ten children in the age range of eight to twelve. It was very much up to him to decide what to do with this group, and he chose to teach elementary science, physical geography, writing, and history. Other teachers added craftwork, printing, carpentry and similar subjects. By all accounts, Bowlby seems to have been quite successful as a teacher. The children generally liked him, and he got along particularly well with the most “difficult” children.

Two children at Priory Gate had a great impact on Bowlby’s thinking. One was a small boy of seven, who was known as Bowlby’s ‘shadow’ because he spent his whole day following him. The other was a boy of sixteen who was very isolated and emotionally shut in. The boy was in the habit of pilfering, for which he was expelled from Eton. It turned out that the boy was an illegitimate child of well-to-do parents and had been brought up by a trained nurse. His emotional problems began when the nurse left, and at Priory Gate it was believed that her departure caused the child’s condition. This implies that the version of psychoanalysis favored at Priory Gate gave due emphasis to real-life events. Faithfull thought that present problems of children stemmed from adverse experiences in their families in the past. He expressed this idea as follows: “The attachment of a child is a normal instinct, but it becomes a danger if it is used for the satisfaction of the adult and not the protection of the child. . . This may show itself in physical collapse or stealing, lying.” This basic idea “struck a cord” in Bowlby, and many years later he would positively declare, “So the idea that certain sorts of experience in early childhood have that kind of effect on character and development was picked up there.”

One of the persons who was instrumental in shaping Bowlby’s views on the effects of early childhood deprivation on character development was John Alford. Alford’s own children were at Priory Gate, and he served as a volunteer staff member. Alford, who would later be professor of art at Toronto, was described by Bowlby as a man of many talents who was.
interested in the fields of art, philosophy and psychology. He had been a troubled war veteran and had had analytical therapy from Homer Lane, the American therapist and founder of the school called “The Little Commonwealth” in England. This coeducational school was meant for delinquent adolescents, and Lane was one of the first to use psychoanalytic ideas in the education of such children. Alford’s enthusiastic discussions of Lane’s ideas aroused Bowlby’s interest in the latter’s ideas. While at Priory Gate he read Elsie T. Bazely’s *Homer Lane and the Little Commonwealth* and Lane’s own book, *Talks to Parents and Teachers*. These ideas impressed him so much that fifty years later he would still rate Lane’s book among the eleven books that most influenced his thinking. Lane’s claim that deprivation of love in childhood is the source of delinquency and that many disorders can be traced back to inadequate behavior by the child’s parents clearly appealed to Bowlby. Alford, then, introduced Bowlby to Lane’s influential ideas about the origin of delinquency. In Bowlby’s recollection, Alford was an open-minded, modest, and intelligent person with whom he could discuss these issues in ways that were profitable to him. Alford, who was about forty at the time and thus much older than Bowlby, gradually became Bowlby’s guide and adviser. He encouraged Bowlby to complete his medical training in London and to train in psychiatry and psychotherapy.

In summary, the period spent at Bedales and, particularly, the period spent at Priory Gate, were of great importance to Bowlby’s intellectual development. Not only did this period provide him with an intimate knowledge of the problems and characters of so-called difficult or maladjusted children, it also provided him with a set of ideas about the origin of these problems. Badley, Jennings White, Faithful, Alford, and Lane were all psychoanalytically oriented and, in one way or the other, all traced back the behavioral problems of the maladjusted children to inadequate parent-child relationships in childhood. Badley and Jennings White emphasized, among other things, the dark side of dominant parents and suggested that improvement would come from providing children with a secure environment and freeing them of the bad influence of their parents, a suggestion that points to their belief in the detrimental effects of such real-life experiences. Lane, Faithful, and Alford also emphasized the importance of good affective parent-child relationships and suggested that it is deprivation of love that leads to pilfering, lying, and other behavioral difficulties. No wonder, then, that Bowlby more than fifty years later remarked that “Apart from a medical background and an interest in psychology, my choice of career had been determined by what I had seen and heard during the six months that I had spent in a school for disturbed children.”

**MEDICAL AND PSYCHOANALYTICAL TRAINING**

In order to be able to study psychiatry, Bowlby had to finish his medical training. There is little doubt that he considered this a necessary evil: although he found some of the subjects, such as physiology and pathology, quite interesting, he had no intention of practicing as an ordinary doctor. By now his real interests were in psychiatry, and psychoanalysis in particular. Bowlby decided to study at University College Hospital, rather than at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital where his father had studied, because he thought well of the quality of University College Hospital and because he could then study under Bernard Hart. In 1933, at the age of twenty-six, he received his degree in medicine. Interestingly, Bowlby had not been able to resist the temptation to deepen his understanding of psychoanalysis before this date. Already in 1929 he began his psychoanalytic training. At the time, there were two places where one could sign up for psychoanalytic training, the Tavistock Clinic and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis. Alford had advised Bowlby to sign
up at the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, the training center for future analysts of the British Psycho-Analytical Society, as in his opinion this institute was somewhat more professional than the "eclectic" Tavistock Clinic, and Bowlby followed his advice. As he was still quite young—twenty-two at the time—and had not yet finished his medical studies, Bowlby was accepted only provisionally. The greater part of the training of future analysts was devoted to personal or training analysis, and Bowlby was assigned to Joan Riviere, a friend and follower of Melanie Klein and a translator of Freud. Bowlby’s lengthy personal analysis with Riviere eventually would lead to tensions, and with hindsight it is easy to understand why it did. At Cambridge, Bowlby had been taught the canons of empirical research, and he found it difficult to accept certain psychoanalytic notions that he believed were based upon no more than dogmatic belief: "As a somewhat arrogant young man with a number of academic friends . . . I was in no mood to accept dogmatic teaching."

Bowlby believed that his academic attitude was intensified by endless debates with his friends, the economists Evan Durbin and Henry Phelps Brown. Both were powerful debaters, and "any position I took up I had to justify up to the hilt by argument and evidence. This was an invaluable discipline, I think." Although Durbin (with whom Bowlby would later write a book on the psychoanalytic origins of war) and Phelps Brown were both actively interested in psychoanalysis, they never ceased to put challenging questions to Bowlby. He remembered that "My analyst was not altogether happy with my critical attitude and complained on one occasion that I would take nothing on trust and was trying to think out everything from scratch, which I was certainly committed to doing."

The tensions between Riviere and Bowlby must also be seen against the background of the general intellectual climate in the British Psycho-Analytical Society. Founded by Ernest Jones (1879–1958) in 1919, it soon developed into a place where orthodoxy threatened to take the place of open-minded scientific debate. It was Jones who, together with Edward Glover, made all the relevant decisions (such as the decision who would be eligible as a member of the Society), who tried to prevent dissenting opinions, and who attempted to control the activities of the Society’s members. Thus, for example, he forbade psychoanalysts to work at the Tavistock Clinic.

The British Psycho-Analytical Society, then, was not the ideal place for detached and disinterested discussions of conflicting viewpoints, and Riviere was probably not prepared to face the arguments of a self-assured and possibly slightly arrogant young man. But another factor may have been of much more significance. As noted above, Riviere was a friend and follower of Klein, who had become a member of the British Psycho-Analytical Society in 1926, when she moved from Berlin to London. Backed by Jones, Klein quickly attained a leading position in the Society. By 1929 she was already recognized as a training analyst and elected as a member of the Training Committee. By the end of 1934, Klein had given eleven papers or short presentations before the Society that were on the whole received rather well.

Many members of the British Society shared Klein’s belief in the importance of “pre-genital and innate determinants over and above the influence of external and environmental stress, and their vital role in determining beliefs and perceptions of reality.” In 1932, several years after Bowlby started his training analysis, she published The Psychoanalysis of Children, which was quite influential in the British Society. In this book, she introduced her play technique as a means to analyze very young children. She argued that she did not seek cooperation of the parents of a child, firstly because their reports were likely to be distorted by their own unconscious conflicts, and, secondly, because she attached little significance to the real-life situation. In addition, she laid great emphasis on destructive aggression that she
held to be innate and a manifestation of the death instinct. These views alone, if fully shared by Riviere, would have been enough to cause some tension between Bowlby and his analyst, since, unlike Klein, he had come to believe in the significance of real-life events in early childhood for later character development, and, in later years, he would seek the active cooperation of the parents of a disturbed child. Nevertheless, despite the obvious tensions between Bowlby and Riviere, he was accepted as a candidate for further training in psychoanalysis in 1933.

SPECIALIZING IN PSYCHIATRY

In this same year, Bowlby finished his medical studies and began working as a clinical assistant at the Maudsley Hospital. He wished to study adult psychiatry because he needed experience in adult psychiatry in order to be eligible for a Commonwealth Fellowship in child psychiatry, the area of his real interest. Maudsley Hospital was headed by Edward Mapother (1881–1940), London’s first professor of psychiatry and, after initial enthusiasm, a stout opponent of psychoanalytic doctrines. His co-worker Aubrey Lewis, who became Bowlby’s supervisor, was equally critical of Freud’s ideas. Like many others before and after him, Lewis liked to compare the psychoanalytic movement to a religious sect: “Disciples gathered round the Master; defections, schisms and heresy; scriptures reproduced with Masoretic devotion; and a prolonged ritual preparation of oblates—all of these have their close parallels in the history of sects and cults.” However, Lewis seems to have been an open-minded figure who did not impose his own views and Bowlby remembered that on many questions they “agreed to differ.”

At the Maudsley Hospital, Bowlby carried out research on personality types associated with psychotic and psychoneurotic breakdown. He was fascinated by such questions as “What sort of man was he before he became ill?” and “In what ways, if any, was this patient more unstable or neurotic than others?” Bowlby spent many hours discussing those questions with the patients themselves and with their relatives. In constructing their psychosocial case histories, he became aware of bereavement as a factor in psychosis: “The illness or death of a near relative is an exceedingly common precipitating factor in both psycho-neuroses and functional psychoses.” He came to recognize certain characteristic personality types that seemed specially liable to develop a functional mental illness. With the data collected at the Maudsley Hospital, Bowlby developed a classification scheme of mental illnesses and linked the illnesses of many patients to the losses they had experienced. This work was accepted for an MD degree in 1939 and became subsequently published as Personality and Mental Illness: An Essay in Psychiatric Diagnosis.

In 1934, while still working at the Maudsley Hospital, Bowlby was appointed clinical assistant at the Department of Psychological Medicine at University College Hospital. During the next year, he investigated and treated mentally retarded and abnormal children under the supervision of Alfred F. Tredgold. Tredgold, a specialist in mental deficiency, was particularly interested in unmanageable, stubborn, and unresponsive children whose impulses might lead to undisciplined and criminal ways.

During the next two years, 1936 and 1937, Bowlby worked under Bernard Hart. Hart had initially been quite enthusiastic about many of Freud’s speculative ideas that he found “no more and no less unthinkable than the mathematical concept .” He also had been a member of the short-lived London Psycho-Analytical Society and had published a psychodynamic book on mental disturbances. This book had become the most widely read introductory book and was obligatory reading for psychiatric trainees. By the time Bowlby
arrived at the Maudsley Hospital, however, Hart had become more skeptical and he criticized many of the Freudian findings as well as the psychoanalytic methodology. Under Hart’s supervision, Bowlby was in sole charge of a considerable number of cases at the out-patient Department of Mental Cases. Judging by a letter of recommendation which Hart wrote on behalf of Bowlby, he seems to have been pleased with Bowlby’s work. In parallel with the work at the Department of Mental Cases, Bowlby also worked at the Department for the Psychological Disorders in Children under the supervision of William Moodie, with whom he would also work at the London Child Guidance Clinic (see below).

ENTERING THE ACADEMIC FIELD

From about 1933 it becomes increasingly difficult to disentangle Bowlby’s activities, to chart out the influences he underwent, and to understand the development of his thinking. During a period of roughly six years (1933–1939), Bowlby not only worked at the Maudsley Hospital (see above) but also worked for short overlapping periods at various institutes, continued his personal psychoanalytic training, started a training in child analysis, and began carrying out research for a PhD. It is to this last period that we turn first.

Stimulated by his friend Durbin, Bowlby decided to register as a PhD student at University College London in 1933. He became a PhD student under Sir Cyril Burt (1883–1971) whose work hardly needs discussion. In practice, at least some of Bowlby’s supervision was probably carried out by Susan Isaacs (1885–1948), head of the Department of Child Development at the University of London. Isaacs had been appointed by Burt in a part-time capacity to supervise advanced psychology students and to lecture on child growth at University College. She was a member of the British Psycho-Analytical Society, and in this capacity Bowlby had known her already for several years. During World War II, Bowlby and Isaacs would work closely together on the issue of the war-time evacuation of young children.

Bowlby’s first title for his PhD research was “Interrelation of Sexual and Aggressive Impulses,” a title that points to a rather orthodox psychoanalytic theme. One year later, he changed this title into “An Examination of Guilt and Anxiety on the Basis of Case-Studies.” In his thesis he planned to discuss several psychoanalytic theories, among them those of Freud and Klein. It is unclear whether Bowlby planned to do empirical research for his thesis. The fact is that he never finished this project and instead submitted his classificatory work on personality for a MD degree (see above). The work under Burt and Isaacs lasted for about three years and—despite its apparent unproductivity—was important in several respects. Again, of course, Bowlby was working in an intellectual climate that was benevolent to psychoanalytic thinking. But again it was a climate in which psychoanalytic ideas did not go unchallenged and in which they were combined with different ideas and traditions. Burt’s eclectic approach combined psychoanalytic insights with empirical research and statistics. In his later career, Bowlby would repeatedly claim that he favored a similar approach. Burt’s emphasis on the importance of (the mother’s providing) a stable home environment and his warning not to remove children unduly from this environment was accepted by Bowlby from his very first papers.

WORKING AS A CLINICIAN

In November 1934, after his psychoanalytic colleague Dennis Carroll had recommended him, Bowlby was asked to become an honorary member of the staff of the Institute for the
Scientific Treatment of Delinquency (ISTD). The ISTD had been founded in 1932 and was headed by Edward Glover, an advocate of the psychoanalytic approach to crime, and Emmanuel Miller, director of the East London Child Guidance Clinic. The chief aim of the ISTD was to provide facilities for examination and, where possible, treatment of cases of antisocial conduct, especially among young people. In accordance with a growing conviction of that time, Glover felt that juvenile crime was the result of mental problems and that the offenders needed treatment rather than punishment.64

Besides giving therapy, staff members of the ISTD carried out scientific research into the causes and prevention of crime. As scientific experts, they assisted and advised the judicial and magisterial bench, hospitals, and government departments. Another object of the ISTD was to promote discussion and to educate the opinion of the general public on delinquency by publications. The ISTD flourished, and while Bowlby was still working there, in 1937, an out-patient clinic, called the Psychopath Clinic, was opened. The majority of the cases at the ISTD came from a Magistrate's Court but large numbers were referred by medical practitioners as well.65

Bowlby treated cases at the ISTD for a few hours a week. Although the ISTD was largely based on work by psychoanalysts, it was not an exclusively psychoanalytic institution which recruited its members from the British Psycho-Analytical Society. Members of organizations such as the `eclectic' Tavistock Clinic were involved as well. The idea was that patients were seen by psychiatric social workers, psychologists, and organic physicians and would be provided with individual treatment. The ISTD thus practised the multidisciplinary approach that would be common in the later Child Guidance Clinics. In 1938, after four years and for unknown reasons, Bowlby ended his work at the ISTD. The Scientific Committee of the ISTD expressed its "sincere regret" at Bowlby's decision.66

Meanwhile Bowlby's psychoanalytic training continued. He was still in analysis with Riviere. Since 1933 he had attended psychoanalytic seminars given by, among others, Glover and Ella Sharpe.67 And he had begun to analyze his own first cases. Sharpe and Nina Searle were Bowlby's supervisors in his first two cases. Far from satisfied with Searle ('a prim old maid'), he got along well with Sharpe and claimed to have learned a good deal from her about treating patients as human beings. He was far less positive about his therapeutic success. With hindsight, Bowlby described his first treatment as a definite failure. The woman he analyzed was in a condition of seriously disturbed mourning following the death of her mother with whom she had had a pathogenic relationship, a fact that neither Bowlby nor Searle knew. "I am afraid I helped that patient very little."68

In 1935 Bowlby came into conflict with the British Psycho-Analytical Society. The problem was that Bowlby had undertaken the private psychoanalytic treatment of patients in addition to those allotted to him by the Training Committee. Moreover, several of these patients (at the Maudsley Hospital) he saw only a few times per week in contrast with the psychoanalytic tradition of giving analysis five times per week. The Training Committee took the view that persons who were not qualified as associate members of the Society should not be allowed to use psychoanalytic techniques when treating patients with psychotherapy. On behalf of the Training Committee, Glover explained to Bowlby that "should he be requested by anyone other than an accredited official of the Training Committee to undertake psychoanalytic treatment, it is his duty to refuse the request." The Training Committee was of the opinion that there was "no guarantee that the use of analytical technique by an unqualified
At approximately the same time, Bowlby’s problems with his personal analyst, Riviere, had changed for the worse. Apparently, Bowlby found it difficult to discuss certain problems with her because it felt that it might affect his own future. Phyllis Grosskurth mentions that Bowlby had taken objection to the behavior of Riviere over a certain matter. The facts are that Bowlby requested another personal analyst from the Society. The Training Committee in the person of Glover replied that in their opinion candidates did not have to remain with their analysts. However, they pointed out to Bowlby that “experience had shown that it is advantageous to the candidate that he should not take action in an important matter of this nature without allowing adequate opportunity for analysis to confirm or reject the decision.” Melitta Schmideberg recalled that Riviere used every conceivable method of emotional appeal to dissuade Bowlby. Among other things, she told him that “he would wreck his career and that there was the danger of his committing suicide as other analysts were probably unable to analyze his depressive position.” Isaacs, in her turn, asked Bowlby to come and see her, expressed her concern to him, and wept over his intention to leave Riviere. In the end Bowlby reluctantly decided to stay with Riviere.

The truce with Riviere and the Society, however, did not last. Just a few months later, at the beginning of 1936, Bowlby applied for the qualification to conduct psychoanalytic treatment of adult cases. His personal analysis had at that point been going on for more than six years, and Bowlby felt that it had been long enough. Unfortunately for Bowlby, the Training Committee did not share his sentiments. They believed that the length of an analysis was no reason for qualification, and Glover stated in the best pharisaic tradition that “the Committee cannot fail to be struck by the type of anxiety concerning urgent and premature qualification.” Bowlby’s request gave the Committee the impression of an “unanalysed situation”, and qualification was consequently out of the question. It would take Bowlby another one and a half years of analysis before he received his qualification. In the summer of 1937, after over seven years of analysis and four years of seeing patients under supervision, Bowlby again requested qualification. Although Riviere was still not satisfied with his progress, she finally gave in. Ernest Jones, the President of the British Psycho-Analytical Society, congratulated Bowlby on his qualification and heartily added that he had “some good idea of what hard struggle you have been through.”

As argued above, Bowlby’s frictions with Riviere may have been caused partially by their different theoretical approaches. By 1935, Bowlby’s views had matured, and he more and more realized that his ideas were incompatible with at least one form of psychoanalysis. This was made abundantly clear in January 1935 when Bowlby was invited to participate in the discussion at the British Psycho-Analytical Society following Klein’s paper, “A contribution to the psychogenesis of manic-depressive states.” In this paper, Klein attempted to show that the super-ego develops at a much earlier stage than was formulated by Freud. She argued that the child’s first relationship with the mother forms the basis of an early infantile super-ego. In her view, the introjection of the mother is not a straightforward internalization of the mother as she really is but rather as she is perceived. Also, during the early stage of life, the infant’s sadistic fantasies are projected onto the mother and introjected as hostile objects. Klein thus argued that the infantile super-ego owes its sadistic qualities to the child’s
own fantasy life. The severity of the early super-ego produces guilt and anxiety in the child as he or she realizes that the mother whom he or she hates and wants to destroy is the same as the beloved mother who cares for him or her. This causes children to get into what Klein called a “depressive position.” Because the “mother” who lives in the child’s inner world is considerably different from the child’s real mother, the child’s psychic reality was more important to Klein than objective reality. Klein thus viewed development as shaped from the beginning by internalization of our relations with others “understood in terms of love and hate and shifting states of mind . . . to which she said such internalization gives rise.” This view was in contrast with the view advanced by Freud who saw development in terms of self-generating oral, anal, and genital stages. Klein implied that the “infantile depressive position” was even more central than the Oedipus complex and believed that the origins of guilt and anxiety lay much earlier in childhood than Freud had believed. Fortunately, through her therapy she was able to reduce the severity of the early superego by interpreting the child’s hostile fantasies.76

Klein’s paper met with both approval and critique from the members of the British Psycho-Analytical Society. Barbara Low, Schmideberg, and Glover criticized, among other things, Klein’s use of fantasy and the early dating of the development of the super-ego.77 Bowlby remarked that he had recently seen several depressed patients at the Maudsley Hospital and that these patients had suffered recent bereavements. He therefore suggested that such real-life events as bereavement or loss might cause depression and that they are equally as relevant as, and complementary to, Klein’s hostile fantasies for the development of depression. To his surprise, his suggestion was brushed aside by Klein and Riviere who believed such experiences in themselves to be of no importance whatsoever. Indeed, in an earlier paper Riviere had written that “[child] analysis has no concern with anything else: it is not concerned with the real world . . . It is concerned simply and solely with the imaginings of the childish mind.”78 In the margin of this article Bowlby had noted “Role of environment = zero.”79 For a long time, however, Bowlby had believed that his and Klein’s conception were entirely compatible: one could believe in both the significance of certain very real events and take account of the child’s distorted views of these very same events. “At that time,” Bowlby recalled, “I had not realized that my interest in real-life experiences and situations was so alien to the Kleinian outlook.”80

WORKING AT THE LONDON CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC

In 1936, while still working at University College Hospital and for the ISTD, Bowlby obtained a half-time fellowship for a year in child psychiatry at the London Child Guidance Clinic in Islington, London. After finishing his fellowship, he was appointed half-time child psychiatrist and worked there until the outbreak of World War II.81 He combined this work with some teaching at Morley College and, after 1937, a training in child psychoanalysis.

The idea of setting up child guidance clinics originated in the USA, where clinics for handling of emotional disorders in children sprang up from 1909 onwards. It was Burt who suggested setting up such clinics in Britain. This led to the formation of the Child Guidance Council of which Burt was the chairman and Mapother one of the members. The Council developed a plan for a clinic that was accepted for funding by the Commonwealth Fund of America. The child guidance clinics were to play the role to mental hygiene that the School Medical Service filled with regard to physical hygiene.82 The emphasis was thus on prevention rather than cure. As William Moodie, the director of the London Child Guidance Clinic.
formulated it: "The unstable child of today is the neurotic adult of to-morrow — a disturbing element in the community, unhappy and inefficient in himself and a source of misery to those with whom he associates. To avert this is surely worthwhile and it can be done."83

Child guidance teams consisted of three specialists: a psychiatrist, a psychiatric social worker, and an educational psychologist. The London Child Guidance Clinic thus formed a multidisciplinary and eclectic setting aimed at explaining and treating deviant behavior by a detailed study of the child in its environment. It is quite remarkable that the older Bowlby, just like several other psychiatrists who had been working there, claimed to have learned most from his cooperation with the social workers, notably Molly Lowden and Nance Fairbairn. "I learned a hell of a lot from them. I learned far more from those two social workers than I learned from my psychiatric colleagues because I don’t think they had a great deal to offer."85

It was Lowden and Fairbairn who first introduced Bowlby to the notion that unresolved conflicts from the parents’ own childhood played a large part in causing and perpetuating the problems of their children. Years later, Bowlby still vividly recalled two examples: "In one a father was deeply concerned about his eight-year-old son’s masturbation and in reply to my queries explained how, whenever he caught him with his hand on his genitals, he put him under a cold tap. This led me to ask the father whether he himself had ever had any worry about masturbation, and he launched into a long and pathetic tale of how he had battled with the problem all his life. In another case, a mother’s punitive treatment of her three-year-old’s jealousy of the new baby was as quickly traced to the problem she had always had with her own jealousy of a younger brother." To solve such problems, Lowden and Fairbairn undertook weekly sessions with the mothers, an approach that was enthusiastically applauded by Bowlby.86

Two other children caught Bowlby’s attention while he was working at the London Child Guidance Clinic. Both displayed a tendency to steal and play truant. The first one was a small boy of about eight who seemed unaffected by praise or blame. The boy had been in a hospital for nine months between the age of eighteen and twenty-seven months without any visiting. He afterwards had never developed any emotional relationship with his parents. Bowlby felt inclined to attribute the boy’s condition to that separation experience. This idea was confirmed when he met another child, a little girl, with a very similar condition and a very similar story. "So, generalizing from a sample of two, I concluded that [a separation experience] causes this [delinquent behavior]."87 Thus it was in this period that Bowlby once more found evidence for his growing conviction that many of the psychological problems with which he was confronted, both in children and in adults, had their origin in faulty or disrupted relationships between the patient and his or her close relatives. To substantiate this idea, he began to investigate the origins of juvenile delinquency. This research, carried out at the London Child Guidance Clinic, eventually resulted in his articles on forty-four juvenile thieves.88

In 1937 Bowlby started his training in child analysis under the supervision of no less than Melanie Klein herself. He still differed with her about the role of inner and external factors in mental disturbance, but it had now become much easier to express his own viewpoints. The reason was that by now many others in the British Psycho-Analytical Society had started casting doubt on Klein’s views. Among them were various Berlin analysts who joined the Society after the Nazis seized power in 1933. On the whole, the Berlin analysts favored the alternative view on child analysis developed by Anna Freud in Vienna. In 1938, when Sigmund Freud, Anna Freud and many colleagues arrived in London and joined the British Psycho-Analytical Society, the theoretical differences between the British adherents of the
Kleinian view and their Berlin and Viennese opponents became even more apparent. Klein’s ideas came under increasing attack, and different factions within the British Psycho-Analytical Society slowly developed.89

In his very first child analysis, Bowlby clashed with his supervisor. He treated a small hyperactive and anxious boy and noticed that the boy’s mother seemed an extremely anxious, distressed, and unhappy woman. As he related this to Klein, she forbade him to spend time with the mother because “it was just something that wasn’t done, mustn’t be done.” The idea that the boy’s behavior could be a reaction to the way his mother treated him—one of the key notions at the London Child Guidance Clinic as we have seen—“seemed to escape her.” The notion that internal relationships could reflect external relationships was missing from her thinking, and Bowlby recalled that “it was regarded as almost outside the proper interest of an analyst to give systematic attention to a person’s real experiences.” After a few months of treatment, the news reached Bowlby that the boy’s mother had been taken to a mental hospital. As he reported this to Klein, she only seemed concerned with the untimely interrup tion of the analysis.90 This episode made Bowlby once more aware of his theoretical disagreements with Klein, and one can only speculate how long his training would have taken had it not been interrupted by the outbreak of World War II.

In summarizing, we may conclude that the period spent at the London Child Guidance Clinic and the training in child analysis were instrumental in shaping Bowlby’s views. His colleagues at the clinic, notably the social workers Lowden and Fairbairn, strengthened his belief that real rather than imaginary factors influence the child’s mental development and pointed to the role of ‘intergenerational’ effects. Our previous sections on Bowlby’s training suggest that the Child Guidance Clinic was by no means the only factor to stir his interest in observational or empirical data: Adrian’s approach, Rivers’ influence, and Burt’s tutorship seem to culminate in Bowlby’s divergence from Klein’s emphasis on intrapsychic processes. But the period at the clinic was important for his intellectual development. Bowlby never discarded what he felt to be relevant insights in Klein’s work (such as her belief in the infant’s very early capacity to form relationships and the emphasis she put on loss, mourning and depression,91) but the down-to-earth approach of the London Child Guidance Clinic with attention to such factors as school marks, disease, and parental behavior must have had a sobering effect on what other, if any, of the Kleinian views he still held. This was no world of fantasies and sadistic projection. It was the very real world of absent or quarrelling parents, bad school marks, pilfering, and truancy. It was the world Bowlby had first known at Bedales and Priory Gate and to which he had now returned equipped with new knowledge and skills. A bigger contrast than the one that existed between the Child Guidance approach and the treatment favored by Klein was hardly conceivable. The period spent at the London Child Guidance Clinic—he later said that it greatly influenced his view on etiology initially formed in 1928 (i.e., at Priory Gate)—finally allowed Bowlby to formulate his own view on the influence of early environment on the development of mental disturbances.92

**Bowlby’s Early View on Etiology**

Bowlby had been an associate member of the British Psycho-Analytical Society since 1937, a position with no voting rights and no right to attend business meetings. In order to qualify as a full member, candidates had to read a paper to the Society. On the basis of his experiences with children seen at the London Child Guidance Clinic, he decided to present a paper that dealt with “The Influence of Early Environment in the Development of Neurosis and Neurotic Character”. Based upon a few minor papers he had published in the years...
before, the paper emphasized the importance of real-life experiences. As such it was rather revolutionary, and Schmideberg, who apparently was aware of its content and sympathized with Bowlby’s ideas, warned Bowlby that his paper would not be well received.

Right at the beginning of his presentation Bowlby declared that he had seen about 150 cases of “difficult” children, that in the huge majority of cases he had interviewed their mothers and that his co-workers, Fairbairn and Lowden, had collected data regarding the child’s past and present environment. Although Bowlby admitted that such material is “far less intensive than that obtained in analysis”, he stated as his belief that the evidence thus gathered complemented the analytic findings and concluded “that this type of research is of much more value in solving certain analytic problems than is research limited to analytic sessions.” “The very meagre attention given to the rôle of environment in analytical literature” Bowlby attributed to the fact that analysts in most cases simply were not in the position to do first hand observations. Bowlby looked forward, however, to the day when the analytic interview would be combined with the investigation of the home environment.

Thus Bowlby’s position was clear: traditional analytic interviews were needed—although perhaps not with the traditional frequency—but needed to be supplemented with extensive “extra-analytic” data regarding the child’s emotional environment and significant events in the child’s life course. Such data were, to be sure, still gathered from an analytic angle. Bowlby explicitly stated that he ignored such aspects of the child’s environment as economic conditions, housing conditions, and religious teaching. His main interest was in the emotional atmosphere of the home and the early personal environment of the child.

On the basis of his findings at the London Child Guidance Clinic, Bowlby suggested that factors operational in the early years of the child are most important (as these influence the “whole cast of the character”) and that they can be distinguished into (a) potentially harmful specific events and (b) the mother’s negative emotional attitude. Of these specific events by far the most important in his opinion were the separations between the mother and the child (among which the separation caused by the death of the mother). On the basis of an examination of his files, Bowlby concluded that a “broken mother-child relationship” in the first three years of life often leads to emotionally withdrawn children who do not develop “libidinal ties” with others. Of sixteen cases of emotionally withdrawn children who were prone to stealing, the so-called affectionless thieves, fourteen turned out to have experienced major separations from their mother in the first three years of their life. In thirty cases of other thieves, Bowlby found another five separations, while in forty-four cases of non-thieves there were only three separations to be found. On the basis of these findings, which he would subsequently greatly elaborate and submit to statistical analysis, Bowlby concluded that a certain clinical syndrome—the affectionless thief—is caused by major separation experiences. He added that in his view the further conclusion that minor breaks as well may have a damaging effect on a child’s development seemed to follow.

Bowlby discussed several case histories of children whose neurotic parents had an adverse effect on their emotional development. Mothers who simultaneously love and unconsciously hate their children will tend to have children who show the same ambivalence of feelings, he asserted. The child loves its mother but at the same time its mother’s hostile attitude will cause it to experience strong feelings of aggression and frustration. This leads to emotional conflict, repression by the super-ego and feelings of guilt. Bowlby emphasized that such ambivalent and neurotic parents do really and objectively exist (“Much has been written about the introjection of phantastically severe parents, an imaginary severity being itself the product of projection. Less perhaps has been written recently about the introjection of the parents’ real characters”) and that neurotic symptoms tend to be transmitted from one
Bowlby concluded that a careful statistical comparison between the environment of neurotic children and that of normal children was required in order to be able to reach definite scientific conclusions. He felt allowed, however, to draw some preliminary conclusions from his findings: (1) mother and child should be separated only in cases of absolute necessity. In such cases (e.g., hospital admission) one should try to arrange for daily visits or replacement of the mother by persons the child knows well and feels comfortable with. Avoidance of prolonged separation should become a tradition “in the same way that regular sleep and orange juice have become nursery traditions”; (2) in the case of neurotic mothers, both mother and child should be treated. “A weekly interview in which their [the mothers’] problems are approached analytically and traced back into their childhood is sometimes remarkably successful”; (3) in analyzing adults we may retrospectively get an impression of the real personalities of the adults’ parents during their childhood and of the objective events they experienced, and this knowledge may help us in the treatment.

Although Bowlby’s whole presentation was still very much couched in traditional psychoanalytic terms, and although his treatment of the damaging role of mothers’ hostile unconscious attitudes was still in Kleinian terms, it is no exaggeration to state that his whole presentation was a slap in the face of Melanie Klein and her followers. His statements that “this type of research is of much more value . . . than is research limited to analytic sessions,” that “Less perhaps has been written recently about the introjection of the parents’ real characters,” and his general emphasis on the causative role of real-life experiences was anathema to the Kleinian group in the British Psycho-Analytical Society. Moreover, one may surmise that Bowlby’s large-scale empirical approach, his comparative approach, and his urge for statistical analysis was somewhat foreign to the average analyst.

Perhaps to his own surprise, however, Bowlby met with less resistance than might be expected. Various people, among them Susan Isaacs, supported him during the discussion following his presentation. And when, approximately one month later, at the business meeting of the Society his name was put forward for election as a full member, he was defended by Ella Sharpe, James Strachey, Edward Glover, and Melitta Schmideberg against an attack by Rickman, Winnicott, and (somewhat less obviously) Riviere, who raised the question whether associates should be elected on the strength of such papers. Bowlby had won his first battle in the British Psycho-Analytical Society. In the years to come, he would gradually become one of the most prominent members of the group and greatly elaborate and revise his ideas until they grew into what was to be called attachment theory.

CONCLUSIONS

Traditional accounts of the origins of attachment theory have pictured Bowlby’s theoretical conflict with Melanie Klein as the first important stage in his intellectual biography. In his first major article, Bowlby argued that objective factors in the child’s early social environment, notably emotional trauma caused by faulty and disrupted relationships with parents or close relatives, can and often do play an important role in causing maladjustment and delinquency. This argument was clearly directed in part against Melanie Klein’s ideas, which emphasized the power of the child’s instincts and fantasy life to the exclusion of reality and experience. The historians of attachment theory have been justified, then, in highlighting this theoretical conflict as it both marks an important event in the de-
development of the attachment paradigm and concerns an important and recurrent theme in psychoanalytic theory.

What was largely left unanalyzed, however, was how exactly Bowlby arrived at the views expressed in the above-mentioned article. In this paper, we have tried to identify the origins of Bowlby’s disagreement with Klein by charting out relatively little known periods and events in Bowlby’s intellectual development. Using archival materials and private correspondence that has only recently become available, we have examined Bowlby’s path toward an independent view on the origins of childhood deviancy and maladjustment. The experience and knowledge gathered during various periods in Bowlby’s life—his study at Cambridge, his stay at several progressive schools, his medical, psychoanalytic and psychiatric training, his Ph.D. research under Burt, and his work at various institutes—significantly contributed to the formulation of his viewpoint. Bowlby’s position was in no way determined by these influences. He selectively adopted, transformed and rejected the various viewpoints he encountered. But they do constitute the background against which his emerging viewpoints must be interpreted.

We thus hope to have shown that there was a “Bowlby before Bowlby,” that is, that the Bowlby who confronted Klein by presenting his own independent point of view was preceded by several other Bowlbys who selectively absorbed and digested the ideas of their time. Bowlby’s first major article, in which he argued that objective factors in the child’s early social environment may cause the child to develop neurotic symptoms, was as much the beginning of a new paradigm as it was the culmination point of his earlier intellectual history.
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